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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

Plastic Nesting Container for documents -
1160x480x342mm - open side
SKU 65VR2007

A large nested trunk container, used most often in removals for
transporting documents. The open side allows you to work even during
the move - provides access to documents.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material Plastic

Status Used

Inside dimension lenght 1000

Inside dimension width 370

Inside dimension height 332

Outside dimension lenght 1160

Outside dimension width 480

Outside dimension height 342

Product used, for rent

Type Nesting boxes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Plastic document nesting container
1160x480x342mm - open side

High quality plastic container for transporting documents. Capacity 130
Litres. Made of durable plastic, it offers a considerable amount of space.
Special spaces for labels located on the shorter sides

Seated design, additional metal risers
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The nested design of the plastic container allows stacking when the
container is empty. Thanks to additional metal arches, it is also possible
to stack the bins on top of each other - piling - even when they are full of
documents. Thanks to extendable arches and special ribbing in the base,
the container placed on top stabilizes in the exact position. Folding down
the risers allows nesting of empty containers to save storage space

Ideal for transportation during a move

This large plastic container is a great solution during moves in offices,
libraries, warehouses or schools. The 1m long base area provides great
space for transporting documents in folders. Additional bars will ensure
convenient and secure hanging of folders with documents.

Uninterrupted access to documents

Thanks to the open wall of the container, documents during packing and
transportation will be accessible to you and allow uninterrupted work.
The containers stacked on top of each other can also create a practical,
temporary filing cabinet.

There is no need to use the containers as a storage cabinet.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/plastikowy-pojemnik-dystrybucyjny-
1160x480x360mm-65vr2007
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